Anoo the Alien and Jack the Deer
There was once an Alien called Anoo who lived on a beach with
his mum and dad.
Every day they played together. They played all sorts of games:
board games, dancing games and dressing up.
But one day, they opened their dressing up box and the dressing
up clothes were gone. What was inside the chest? A deer!
The deer was called Jack and he was a happy deer. He climbed
out of the dressing up box and invited Anoo to climb onto his
back. He seemed friendly, so Anoo climbed on and off they rode
down the beach.
Trotting along the sand, they found a rockpool, and swimming
around inside it was a penguin.
“Would you like to come and swim with me?” The penguin asked
Anoo and Jack.
“Yes!” they said, and they jumped in with a splash.
Under the water was a tunnel. They swam down the tunnel,
wondering where it would take them.
When they came out the other end, they were in a forest!
They were just starting to dry off when they heard a strange
noise…
“Buzz! Buzz! Buzz!”
It was a Bee-Wolf! And it was coming towards them!

“Oh no!” They cried. “What shall we do?”
Luckily, Anoo had a bottle of poison. He hid it under some leaves
and crept away to hide in the trees with Jack.
When the Bee-Wolf stood on the bottle, the poison spilled out
and the Bee-Wolf keeled over.
“THUD!”
“Phew!” Said Anoo. “I think we better go home now.”
So, they swam back up the tunnel, out of the rock pool, and rode
back along the beach to Anoo’s house. Home at last.
The End.
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